Uniden has been the cornerstone of the trucking industry since the beginning. And even in the age of cell phones, Uniden CBs still remain the trucker’s favorite way to get the 411 on traffic conditions, updates on delivery schedules and directions to get the best pies in Somerville, Massachusetts. When you need the low down on the road ahead, count on Uniden.

Integrated SWR Meter • RF/Mic Gain Control • PA/CB Function • Analog S/RF Meter
Instant Channel 9 • Noise Blanker/Automatic Noise Limiter • Hi-Cut Switch

PACKAGE INCLUDES: DC Cord, Microphone, Mounting Brackets, Hardware and Printed Materials.


Proposition 65 Warning (California): This product contains a chemical known to The State of California to cause cancer, birth defect or other reproductive harm.

Distributed by Uniden America Corporation, Irving, TX 75063

To promote a cleaner environment, this product was manufactured without the use of hazardous substances such as Lead, Mercury and Cadmium.

Designed in U.S.A. Engineered in Japan.